Employer: University of Wisconsin-Madison
Department of Bacteriology
Rey lab; http://www.bact.wisc.edu/p_research_profile.php?id=fergy&view=intro

Title of position: Student Hourly; 1 year position

Degree/experience required: Familiarity with command line, Linux /Unix OS, at least one programming language. Experience with bioinformatics (preferentially analysis of sequencing data), and background in biology are not required but highly desirable.

Primary duties will include developing new algorithms to analyze DNA sequencing data, assisting microbiology graduate students with the installation and use of already available software for DNA sequencing analysis.

Hours per week: Part-time 10-20h/week

Applicants should submit CV to Dr. Rey (fergy@wisc.edu) for consideration. Position will remain open until August 10th, 2014